
BSD vs Linux

Smackdown



BSD v Linux

Two heavyweights of the FLOSS world.

“Linux on the desktop, BSD on the server”.

But is it really that simple?

Which is better?



Logo war!

No contest, really….

>



But seriously….

We need to talk about the gnarly stuff.



What is Linux?

It’s an Operating System.

No, not really.



What is Linux?

It’s a kernel.

It does all the really basic hardware probing and management, 
and all the grunt work.

But it doesn’t include all those CLI tools you love, like ls, cat, 
rm and so on (the GNU Core Utilities).



Linux “distributions”

So the Linux kernel is packaged in a distribution.

Like CentOS, Debian, Ubuntu, SuSE, Arch and so on.

Each will add their own blend of userland tools.

And probably add some GUI on top.



What is BSD?

It’s an Operating System.

Yes, it is.



BSD

The Berkeley Software Distribution.

Built as a UNIX-style Operating System.

Designed to include tools like ls and so on from the start, as 
well as the kernel.



BSD variants

Horses for courses:

FreeBSD - the starting point.

NetBSD - “Of course it runs NetBSD!”

OpenBSD - secure by design.

DragonflyBSD - HPC and clustering.

And others… for embedded systems etc.



When is freedom not freedom?

When it’s licensed, of course.

GPLv2 or BSD license.

Sharing derivative works.

Does the GPL make you share derivative works?

BSD - commercially friendly but encouraging secrecy?

TLDR Legal is worth a look.



So which one is “best”?

Depends what you want to do!

BSD - one source tree, variation comes in the foliage.

Linux - one kernel trunk, but each branch is different, and the 
foliage different again.

Technical advantages and disadvantages to each (live kernel 
patching ready to go, against native containerisation, for 
example).



And the winner is….

You, because you have a CHOICE.

Now get out there and support FLOSS!


